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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a general partition prediction scheme� It
consists of four steps� region parametrization� region predic�
tion� region ordering and partition creation� The evolution of
each region is separated into two types� regular motion and
shape deformation� Fourier Descriptors are used to parametri�
zed both types of evolution and they are separately predicted
in the Fourier domain� The predicted partition is built from
the ordered combination of the predicted regions� using morp�
hological tools� This technique is applied in the framework
of segmentation�based video coding techniques for coding se�
quences of complete partitions as well as sequences of binary
images �shape information in Video Object Planes �VOP���

� INTRODUCTION

In segmentation�based image sequence coding techniques� the
sequence of image partitions containing all the contour infor�
mation usually requires a large amount of bits to be coded� A
means to reduce the partition coding cost is by taking advan�
tage of the temporal redundancy that exists between consecu�
tive partitions� The current partition is predicted relying on
the previous partitions and the prediction error is computed�
The necessary information to perform the prediction in the re�
ceiver side is� therefore� transmitted as well as a simpli�cation
of the prediction error�

Following this idea� the works presented in �	� 
� propose to
predict the current partition in a region�by�region approach�
estimating the motion of the regions and simplifying the pre�
diction error by means of morphological tools� Although the
motion models used in �	� 
� are purely translational� more
complex models can be used� In these works� the texture in�
formation is also compensated using the motion parameters
that have been estimated for the region shapes� This leads
to an unaccurate estimation and compensation of the textures
and� therefore� their coding cost increases�

A second approach is presented in ���� In this work� the mo�
tion parameters computed using texture information are used
to predict the evolution of the regions of the previous partition�
Nevertheless� each region is not processed individually but the
partition is processed as a whole� Finally� the prediction error
is simpli�ed and transmitted� However� this approach requi�
res an additional ordering to be sent to be able to recover the
current partition in the receiver side�

The work presented in this paper proposes a partition pre�
diction relying on the previous partitions which are available
in the receiver side� The evolution of every region is separately

predicted using only the information of its shape in the previ�
ous partitions� Once each region has been predicted� the whole
predicted partition is built� Therefore� as in ���� the coding al�
gorithm deals with the complete partition as a whole� The
main advantage of this approach is that the only information
which is transmitted is the partition prediction error� The
same prediction that has been computed in the transmitter
side can be conducted in the receiver side without additional
information� Furthermore� textures can be coded using motion
parameters which have been computed based only on texture
information� which leads to a more ecient coding algorithm�

After this introduction� the paper is structured as follows�
Section 	 deals with a global scheme for partition prediction�
In Section 
� an implementation of the di�erent parts of this
scheme is presented� Section � is devoted to the application of
this prediction method to the framework of partition coding�
Finally� Section � shows some results of this technique�

� A GLOBAL SCHEME FOR PARTITION

PREDICTION

A general partition prediction scheme is proposed in this paper
which extends the work on interpolation and extrapolation of
partitions presented in ��� ��� The complete scheme is illustra�
ted in Figure ��
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 Block diagram of the partition prediction



This scheme relies on the shape and position information of
each region� The region evolution through the time domain
is divided into two types� regular motion and shape deforma�
tion� Regular motion is described by a given motion model
�e�g�� translation� zoom and�or rotation�� The region evolu�
tion that cannot be described by regular motion is said to be
shape deformations� Both types of information are obtained
directly from the shape and position of each region after their
parametrization�

Once regions in both partitions have been parameterized�
these parameters are used to predict their evolution� This
prediction yields a separated representation of the evolution
of each region� Predicted regions cannot be directly combined
to obtained the �nal predicted partition� When combining
them� two problems arise� First� predicted regions can overlap
and� second� some parts of the space may not be covered by
any region�

To solve the �rst problem� regions are ordered� This orde�
ring gives priority to one region with respect to its neighbors
so that� in case of overlap� the area of overlapping is assigned
to this region� Finally� after combining the predicted regions
following the above ordering� uncovered areas should be assig�
ned to some of the neighbor regions� This is done in order to
ensure that a �nal partition is achieved�

� IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PARTITION

PREDICTION SCHEME

For each one of the previous blocks� a speci�c implementation
is proposed� These implementations are extensions of the sc�
heme presented in ���� That is� they use Fourier Descriptors to
represent the region shapes ��� and morphological tools ��� to
construct the �nal partition� The evolution of each region is
predicted using linear prediction on the previous parameters�
Such a prediction implies a model of constant velocity of the
region evolution�

For the sake of completeness� the scheme presented in ��� is
brie�y summarized in the sequel� The Region prediction step
is further detailed since it contains the main di�erences with
respect to the basic scheme�

��� Region parametrization

Fourier Descriptors are used for extracting global information
of the regions� There are several ways to de�ne the Fourier
Descriptors of a region ���� For prediction purposes� the de��
nition that directly relates the position function zp�n� of region
Rp to its Fourier transform Zp�k� is very useful�
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From the Fourier Descriptors� a new set of parameters is de�
�ned which is more suitable for describing the evolution of the
contours� This evolution can be divided into two types� regu�
lar motion and shape deformation� The information related to
regular motion is extracted �rst from the Fourier Descriptors
and treated separately� Afterwards� the Fourier Descriptors
are normalized with respect to the parameters associated to
the regular motion so that a set of parameters related to the
shape deformation is obtained�

In this work� the model of regular motion that is assumed
represents translation� zooming and rotation� Each type of
motion is associated to the evolution of a di�erent parameter�

This way� four di�erent normalizations are applied to each
contour to obtain the normalized Fourier Descriptors which
are associated to the shape deformation� These normalizati�
ons correspond to equiform transformations as de�ned in ����
translation �D� � � � C�� zooming �S�� � � R�� and rotation
�R�� � � ��� 	��� �T� � � � ��� N��� The method to estimate
each one of these parameters is completely described in ����

After normalization with respect to these parameters� con�
tours are represented by two sets of parameters� The �rst set is
related to the regular motion of the region ��� �� �� �� whereas
the second set �Z��k�� is associated to the shape deformation�

Z�p �k� � T�R�S�D�Zp�k� �	�

��� Region prediction

The evolution of the previous parameters is predicted in order
to obtain the contours of the predicted regions� From the set
of parameters ��� �� �� � �� � does not need to be predicted since
it does not a�ect to the �nal representation of the predicted
contours ���� The other three parameters are linearly predicted
in order to ful�ll the constant evolution requirement�
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In the previous expressions� the region Rp at time t is pre�
dicted using the information at the previous times � and T �

Linear prediction is also used for the normalized Fourier
Descriptors Z��k�� However� the high frequency components
of Z��k� lead to predicted contours with unrealistic oscillati�
ons� To overcome this problem� the prediction of the shape
deformations is carried out using only a set of low frequency
normalized descriptors Z�LF �k��

Low frequency Fourier Descriptors are selected with respect
to its magnitude� The set of selected normalized descriptors
have to correctly represent the region� Therefore� a very small
reduction on the total energy of the normalized descriptors is
allowed�
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Nevertheless� even a very small reduction on the total energy
�e�g�� � � ������� results in a very large reduction of the num�
ber of coecients �values around NLF 	N � �� are usual��
This reduction is due to the fact that the largest part of the
energy is concentrated in the lowest frequency descriptors�

Shape deformation of region Rp at time t is �nally predicted
using the information at the previous times � and T by means
of the following expression�
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��� Region ordering

Once all the regions have been separately interpolated� they
are ordered so that possible overlappings are solved� The or�
dering gives priority to the regions having a smaller amount
of shape deformation with respect to their neighbors� This
procedure assumes that if the evolution of a region Rp can be
represented only relying on the regular motion in a more ac�
curate way than its neighbors� this region should preserve the
shape given by its prediction ����

��� Partition creation

Predicted partitions are created by combination of the vari�
ous predicted regions respecting the previous ordering� Howe�
ver� holes may appear after combining the regions� Such holes
should be covered by neighbor regions to obtain a �nal parti�
tion� The proposed technique performs a geodesical dilation
of the predicted regions using structuring elements whose size
is adapted to each region with respect to its priority level ����

� PARTITION PREDICTION FOR PARTI�

TION CODING

The previous partition prediction can be used in the framework
of partition coding �As stated in the introduction� the propo�
sed partition coding algorithm is an extension of the method
proposed in ����

�� Partition prediction� The method above described is
used so that a prediction of the partition in the current
frame is obtained from the two previously coded partiti�
ons� The procedure is di�erent from those used in �	� 
� ��
because it does not imply the use of a single set of motion
parameters to predict both the textures and the partition�

	� Simpli�cation of the prediction error� An �over�
partition� is de�ned by merging the predicted partition
with the current partition� Each region of the over�
partition is analyzed� if the predicted label �number iden�
tifying the region� does not correspond to the current label�
the region is said to be part of the compensation error� Er�
ror regions are eliminated if they are very small or if they
do not imply a meaningful grey level di�erence after coding
of its texture�


� Coding of the error� The error is coded by sending
the information necessary to restore the over�partition in
the receiver side� The receiver knows the contours of the
predicted partition and some extra contours have to be
sent� These contours are coded by an extended chain code
technique ����

�� Coding of the region label� Once the contours of the
partition have been de�ned� one should assign the correct
label to each region� For a large number of regions the
correct label is de�ned by the compensation but for some
regions the label should be actually sent�

The fact of using a simpli�cation step to reduce the amount
of prediction error makes necessary the elimination of high
frequency normalized descriptors in the Region prediction step
of the partition prediction �Z��k� � Z�LF �k��� The region
prediction achieved using all normalized descriptors presents
small oscillations with respect to the original region contour�
Such oscillations would be removed by the simpli�cation step�
that is� they would not be handled as part of the prediction
error but they would be assumed to be part of the correct

contour� This way� such oscillations would propagate through
the coded partition sequence�

Figure 	 shows the prediction obtained for the binary shapes
of frames ��� of the sequence Weather� Two di�erent predic�
tions have been performed� in the �rst case� all the normalized
descriptors have been used �� � ����� whereas� in the second
case� only the normalized descriptors with lowest frequency
have been utilized �� � ���������

� � ���

� � �������

Figure �
 Comparison between predictions using all or
only the low frequency normalized descriptors

In these examples� the actual contours are shown in black�
while the prediction error �before simpli�cation� is shown in
white� The small oscillations of the prediction error that can
be observed in the case of � � ��� are removed when reducing
the number of normalized descriptors �� � ���������

� RESULTS

This partition prediction technique has been tested on binary
shape sequences as well as on complete partition sequences� In
the sequel� some results using the proposed technique on both
kind of sequences are presented�

��� Binary shape prediction

In Figure 
� the predictions of � frames of the sequence We�

ather are shown� The results are presented without simpli��
cation so that the quality of the prediction can be assessed�
In order to allow larger motion� images have not been predic�
ted using the two previous frames� but for the binary shape
of frame �t� the already coded shapes of frames �t � 	 and
�t � � have been used� The �rst row in Figure 
 contains
the predicted binary shapes of frames �	��� �	�� and �	���
on turn� the second row contains those of frames �	
	� �	
�
and �	
�� Note that the global motion as well as the shape
deformations are correctly predicted in both examples�



Figure �
 Example of binary shape prediction

��� Complete partition prediction

Figure � shows the prediction of a complete partition of frame
�� from the sequence Mother and Daughter� The prediction
relies on the partitions of frames �� and �� which have been
segmented using the technique presented in ���� In this case�
the simpli�cation has been applied so that all the prediction
errors leading to regions with less that � pixels are removed� In
the example� the additional contours that have to be sent are
shown in white while those contours that have been correctly
predicted are shown in black�

Note that the prediction error is larger in this example than
in the previous one� Errors mainly appear in areas where the
segmentation result presents a lack of stability� Furthermore�
the partition in this example is predicted using a longer term
prediction than in the previous one� in the previous example
there is � frame skipped between used frames� while here 

frames are skipped�

Figure 	
 Coding of the partition of frame �� of the se�
quence Mother and Daughter
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